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PREFACE

IT is simply too big to fail
Information technology is driving change and change is driving information technology. New
technology leads to a better user experience, but being used to this, customers have higher
expectations as well. To keep up with these demanding users and stay ahead of the competition,
companies need to evolve further – and IT forms the basis of this digital transformation. IT is
becoming too big to fail: downtime is not acceptable, the inability to implement a new app or system
in time can put a company out of business.
Though digital transformation drives innovation and revenue, it makes enterprises vulnerable as well.
The number of malicious attacks is increasing rapidly, while the frequency and severity of natural
disasters seem to be increasing as well. On top of that many enterprises are busy with mergers and
acquisitions that lead to changes in IT environments. And last but not least many companies are
migrating workloads to the cloud to be more efficient, flexible and less dependent on on-premises
technology.
To be able to cope with all these complexities, IT needs to be resilient. It has to be able to test and
deliver new applications, cope with changes like mergers, reorganizations and new business models,
move workloads to and from public and private clouds, and protect data and applications against
disruptions.
This guide introduces the Zerto IT Resilience Platform™; a platform that combines continuous
availability, workload mobility and multi-cloud agility in one integrated, enterprise-wide platform
that provides automation, orchestration and analytics of these processes as well. The IT Resilience
Platform is based on Zerto’s breakthrough hypervisor-based replication software. It has set the
standard for data protection; reducing downtime to a minimum. Zerto’s technology helps enterprises
to act and react on any event – from natural disasters to human errors, from cloud migrations to
merging companies.
This guide provides you with an overview of the IT Resilience Platform, how it works and which IT
challenges it solves. If reading this guide leads to any questions, please don’t hesitate to contact us at
info@zerto.com.
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SECTION 1

The need for IT resilience
Digital transformation drives efficiencies and creates new
experiences. To make all this happen, businesses are relying
heavily on their IT organizations. IT organizations must shift
to an IT resilience strategy in order to ensure the business is
protected while transforming and modernizing. In this way they
can withstand any disruption, adopt new technologies and move
forward with confidence.

$1.7

$700
Billion

of Companies

Digital transformation
spending worldwide
2019

Yearly loss to
downtime in North
America

do not consider
themselves IT
Resilient

Trillion

(IDC2)

(IHS Inc.3)

93%

(IDC & Zerto4)

Digital transformation
Every company – if not the whole of society – is in the midst
of digital transformation. IDC predicts that by the end of 2019
digital transformation spending is expected to reach $1.7 trillion
worldwide. Digital transformation improves business efficiency,
enables new business models for driving revenue growth, and
helps companies to maintain a competitive edge. At the same
time experienced users are expecting more and more from digital
technology, forcing companies to innovate further, adopt cloud
technology and increase the speed to market of new applications.
Digital transformation is no longer just about a better customer
experience, companies need to keep up with demanding
customer expectations too.

COSTS OF DOWNTIME VERSUS AVAILABILITY
SMALL (<$50M)

$8,580

Many companies have to deal with mergers and acquisitions as
well. Acquiring or being acquired has a huge impact on the digital
environments of organizations with migration and consolidation
as a result. Adopting cloud technology seems to deliver the right
kind of flexibility but comes with its own challenges.

Increased vulnerability
These trends show how information technology has an impact
on business and vice versa. They also show how much modern,
always-on businesses depend on the availability of IT. All IT is
business-critical and needs to be protected against threats that
seem to increase in both number and fierceness. The question is
no longer if a disruption occurs but when. IHS calculated the cost
of downtime to be $700 billion in 2016 in North America, while
more sinister threats such as ransomware will cost organizations
$11.5 billion by 2019. These costs cover loss of revenue and
productivity, but what about reputation damage?

MEDIUM ($50M-$1B)

$215,637

LARGE (>$1B)

$686,250

Downtime costs per hour based on annual revenue1

99% uptime 99.5% uptime

99.9% uptime

1.83GUIDE
3.65
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8.76

days a year

days a year

hours a year

1 Aberdeen Group: Building a Fast Lane to Better Datacenter Performance.,
2 IDC FutureScape: Worldwide Digital Transformation 2018 Predictions
3 The Cost of Server, Application, and Network Downtime: North American Enterprise 		
Survey and Calculator, IHS Inc., 2016
4 The State of IT Resilience

84%

Have experienced
business disruptions

93%

Have experienced
technology-related
business disruptions

78%

Have experienced
malicious attacks

Cloud
35% Competitors
43% New technology
34% New business models

65% 4+ events
50% Productivity loss
37% Direct revenue loss
34% Unrecoverable data

37% 25+ attacks
99% Breached
12% Breached 25+ times
90% Data corruption
49% Unrecoverable data

Source: The State of Resilience (IDC and Zerto, 2018)

Alarming figures
A recent study from IDC and Zerto – The State of IT Resilience
(2018) – surveyed 500 IT decision makers on the state of IT
resilience. The survey found that 84% of the respondents
experienced business disruptions, while no less than 93%
experienced technology-related business disruptions, 65% of
them more than 4 times. 78% of those surveyed experienced
malicious attacks resulting in data breaches, data corruption
and unrecoverable data. As little as 7.3% of the respondents
think their IT is truly resilient. These alarming figures show that
digital transformation can lead to business disruptions, but that
technology-related disruptions have an enormous impact as well.

Cloud adoption
One of the most important aspects of digital transformation is the
rapid adoption of cloud technology. The delivery of on-demand
computing resources and services over the Internet is rapidly
becoming the new norm in IT. Network and Internet speeds
have increased and companies like Amazon and Microsoft have
invested in hyper-scale public datacenters.
According to the RightScale 2017 State of the Cloud Report,
94% of all business are using cloud technology in some aspect
or another. Most companies – around 67% – choose a hybrid
cloud strategy, combining the benefits of on-premises IT and the
flexibility of the public cloud with its elastic resources, up-to-date
software, mobility and its possibilities for innovation.

Cloud management challenges
The cloud comes with its own challenges when it comes to
managing applications across different infrastructures and
hypervisors, workload mobility and workload conversion.
Applications cannot be easily replicated, managed, or used
between different environments. Apart from that, an exit strategy
is also needed. Moving applications and workloads to the public
cloud is one thing, but is it possible to withdraw from the public
cloud or move to an alternative provider as well? To be able to
fully realize the benefits of the cloud, it should be easy to move
around workloads to and from the cloud and between different
clouds using different hypervisors.
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SECTION 2

The Zerto IT Resilience
Platform
TM

• Outages and disruption – Protect brands from all disruptions
with Continuous Data Protection for the lowest RTOs and RPOs
in the industry with complete automation and orchestration of
recovery and a simple failover and failback in only 4 clicks
• Ransomware attacks – Avoid ransomware cost, data loss and

IT resilience
All of the above makes it clear that IT needs the ability to
seamlessly adapt to change while protecting businesses and
customers from disruptions. In other words: it needs to be
resilient. IT resilience is a proactive approach of dealing with
disruptions. With IT resilient operations you are ready for any type
of disruption, planned or unplanned, so you can mitigate the risk
of downtime and focus on the projects that drive transformation.

IT Resilience
UNPLANNED

+

PLANNED

User Errors

Mergers & Acquisitions

Infrastructure Failures

Move to Cloud

Security & Ransomware

Datacenter Consolidation

Natural Disasters

Maintenance & Upgrades

IT resilience is the ability to accelerate transformation by adapting
to change, while protecting the business from disruptions. IT
resilience consists of three key elements:
• Continuous Availability
• Workload Mobility
• Multi-Cloud Agility

HOW RESILIENT IS YOUR IT?
In order to find out if your IT environment is resilient
enough for your needs, you need to ask yourself some
questions:
1 How long can a system be down before you will
experience significant loss of revenue, customer trust
or reputation?
2 How much will an hour of downtime cost you? And
how much a day?
3 How long does it take to get your systems up and
running after a disruption? Is that an estimate or do
you have the reports to prove these timings?
4 And how much data will you have lost? A few minutes?
An hour? A day?
5 Are you able to recover an application consistently
and fully operational or do you need to tweak, tune or
reinstall after recovery?
6 How fast can you migrate a workload from one system
to another? And to the cloud or between multiple
clouds?
7 From a compliance point of view, can you reproduce
data from any point in time over the last 7 years?

The Zerto IT Resilience Platform™ converges backup, disaster
recovery, and cloud mobility solutions into a single, simple,
scalable platform. The platform is built on a foundation
of Continuous Data Protection and has orchestration and
automation built in. Analytics and control provide complete
visibility across multi-site, multi-cloud environments, giving
enterprises the confidence that they are meeting resilience
business needs.

One platform for availability
and data recovery
Companies are embracing new infrastructures and technologies
like cloud, while workloads are becoming more diverse, mobile
and disparate across different platforms and geographic regions.
To manage availability and data recovery in such a challenging
hybrid environment, a single IT Resilience Platform, like Zerto’s, is
an ideal, if not the only workable solution.

The platform
The Zerto IT Resilience Platform is based on three pillars:
Continuous Availability – Protect against any
disruption to deliver an always-on customer
experience
Workload Mobility – Move application and data
workloads with ease, without risk and be 100%

In the next chapter you will learn how the Zerto IT Resilience
Platform delivers on these three elements.

protected
Multi-Cloud Agility – Choose your cloud and be able to
move freely to, from and between clouds

6

Continuous Availability
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downtime with point-in-time recovery for seamless “roll-back”
to moments before attack
• Complete data protection – One platform for all data
protection needs, with long-term retention and file-level
recovery to meet data retention policies plus automated testing
to ensure recoverability and reports for full compliance

Workload Mobility
• Infrastructure modernization – Faster time to business value of
new technology with multi-hypervisor support that is storage
agnostic and helps you move to any cloud
• Consolidations and migrations – Reduce time and risk of
datacenter consolidations without risk of data loss, broad
hypervisor version support and complete application
consistency with Virtual Protection Groups
• Testing and DevOps – Innovate IT processes with minimal
impact by cloning for extended testing or development and
creating isolated environments for test and dev

Multi-Cloud Agility
• Cloud integration and migration – Migrate to cloud regardless
of the underlying technology using consistency groupings to
move entire workloads
• Multi-Cloud and Hybrid Cloud – Cloud agility to future-proof
your IT strategy supporting cloud service offerings from
Azure, IBM Cloud, AWS and 350+ Zerto-enabled Cloud Service
Providers for any-to-any, bi-directional replication
• Analytics across clouds – Full visibility to manage a multicloud, multi-site environment with easy-to-use dashboards and
real-time visualization of datacenter health
IT RESILIENCE GUIDE
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How does it work?

Analytics & Control

Replicate only changes
Automated failback configuration
Previous setting remembered

Orchestration & Automation

• Zerto Virtual Manager (ZVM) manages disaster recovery,
business continuity and offsite backup functionality at the

Workload Mobility

Non-Disruptive

Continuous Data Protection

vCenter

Failover

ZVM

Application Consistency Grouping

ZVM

based and mobile option

SCVMM

VM

VRA

VM

VRA

Failback

VM

VRA

VM

VRA

VM

VM

VM

VM

Recovery

VM

VM

VM

VM

VPG

Continuous Data Replication

Individual files,
apps, sites

Migrations

Long-Term Retention

• Virtual Replication Appliance (VRA) replicates the VMs and
Long-Term
Retention

Click to test in isolated network
Non-disruptive failover testing
Not just for DR & Offsite Clone

associated virtual disks; one VRA is installed per ESXi/Hyper-V
host

VPG

Journal-Based Recovery
Small to large scale migrations
Click to move in minutes
Seconds if lag, test before move

Center Virtual Machine Manager, and also includes a browser-

DR Site

Production Site

Multi-Cloud

site level; plugs into VMware vCenter and/or Microsoft System

Automated & orchestrated
(RTO) Recover in minutes
Boot order, Re-IP, scripts & validation

Long-Term data retention
Extended Journal protection
No backup window
Scheduled copy to offsite
repository in any site or
public cloud

• Zerto Cloud Appliance (ZCA) is a combination of the ZVM and
VRA installed on the public cloud of choice. This appliance
integrates with the native APIs and storage offerings of the
respective public cloud

Continuous data protection
The Zerto IT Resilience Platform leverages Zerto’s continuous data
protection technology. With best-of-breed replication this delivers
the tightest Recovery Time Objectives (RTOs) and Recovery Point
Objectives (RPOs) and ensures quick recovery when something
happens. When proactive changes like migrations are done it
is possible to simply rewind if there is a change to the commit.
But recovery is not just about data, it’s about protecting key
business services. Application consistency groups – the so-called
Virtual Protection Groups (VPG) – enable organizations to protect
applications with all their dependencies. And last but not least the
platform addresses your needs for long-term retention of data and
applications for compliance purposes.

Orchestration and automation
The Zerto IT Resilience Platform™ goes well beyond disaster
recovery. Built-in orchestration and automation enable faster
management of workloads and allow IT to confidently move
workloads and data across heterogeneous environments – and
at enterprise scale. The platform supports multi-cloud and
hybrid cloud strategies, supporting Azure, IBM Cloud, AWS and
over 350 Cloud Service Providers (also for Disaster Recovery as a
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Service, DRaaS). Modernization, migration, consolidation:
the platform makes it easy to shift resources and focus on
innovations that help the business run more efficiently. It
is also easy to create an off-site testing environment for
new applications using real data without any impact on
production.

Analytics and control
The analytics and control functionality provides intelligent
dashboards that help enterprises optimize, troubleshoot
and plan with complete visibility across multi-site, multicloud environments, tightly integrated with existing system
management tools using APIs, helping businesses meet SLAs
and remain compliant.

The IT Resilience Platform is based on Zerto’s breakthrough
hypervisor-based replication software. It has set the standard
for business continuity and disaster recovery in virtualized
environments. The continuous journal-based replication protects
against disruptions like logical failures and disasters, allowing
enterprises to rewind to any point in time. The granular recovery
allows IT organizations to recover a site, an application, VMs or
individual files.
Replication in the hypervisor, as opposed to storage and LUNbased solutions, allows for greater flexibility, control and cost
savings when managing mission-critical applications. Recovery
can be from seconds ago, unlike backup or snapshot that could
be 4 hours or 1 day out of date. Zerto simplifies replication and
recovery into a three-click process and is easy to install.

The Zerto Virtual Replication Appliance (VRA) captures and
clones the I/O stream as it passes through the hypervisor. This
continuous block-level replication delivers RPOs of seconds,
minimizing data loss in the event of an outage. Virtual Protection
Groups (VPGs) ensure consistency across a group of VMs, ensuring
that enterprise applications are replicated and recovered with
consistency, regardless of the underlying infrastructure.

Migrations
The same replication technology can be easily used for
datacenter migrations and consolidations, turning migrations
into a near-painless activity. Entire datacenters can be migrated
in a matter of minutes with minimal downtime.

Zerto’s hypervisor-based replication
Zerto’s hypervisor-based replication delivers Recovery Point
Objectives (RPOs) in seconds and Recovery Time Objectives
(RTOs) in minutes, with orchestration and automation of the
entire recovery process, regardless of underlying storage,
hypervisor or cloud. The heart of Zerto’s replication technology is
formed of three components:

IT RESILIENCE GUIDE
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Business impact of an interruption: RTO and RPO

Backup

When it comes to business needs, translated into Service Level
Agreements, recovery is usually expressed in two types of
objectives: RTO and RPO. The Recovery Time Objective (RTO) is
the amount of time it will take the business to recover data and
applications in the event of any disruption. The Recovery Point
Objective (RPO) is the most recent point-in-time from which data
can be recovered. Traditional backup or snapshot technologies
have RPOs ranging from 15 minutes up to as long as 24 hours. The
Zerto IT Resilience Platform achieves an RPO of seconds and an
RTO of minutes.

SECTION 3

Changing the way backup is done

Advantages of the Zerto IT Resilience Platform

Traditionally, a backup is a periodically made copy of data, say
every hour or every day. Since systems need to be available 24/7,
traditional periodic backup is no longer acceptable, because it
can lead to data loss (of 1 hour, 4 hours or even a day) in case of
a disruption. In practice many backup solutions lead to a backup
window (the time needed for backup), using disparate systems
and point solutions that lead to unnecessary complexity. The
Zerto IT Resilience Platform is changing the way backup is done
by replacing it with continuous journal-based protection serving
compliance, retention and data protection purposes.

Example: $100M Annual Revenue

Daily Backups
Storage Replication
Zerto Virtual Replication

RPO 24 Hours

RTO 24 Hours

Impact $ 821,917

RPO 4 Hours

RTO 4 Hours

Impact $ 136,986

RPO 20 Seconds

RTO 15 Minutes

applications or VMs and can be migrated to another
datacenter within a few minutes, regardless of distance

version, pre-tested and rolled back if needed
• Consolidation – Using very little bandwidth, global IT infra
structure can be consolidated without risk while saving costs
• Mergers and acquisitions – Hardware, hypervisor and cloud
Years

With just 4 clicks a failover process can be started with fully
orchestrated and automated recovery of multi-VM enterprise
applications in a consistent working state. No-impact failover
testing is done in just a few clicks with no shutdown of the VMs in
production and no break in the replication, including failover test
reporting to easily prove the recovery capability for auditing and
management purposes.

• Hardware or datacenter migration – Complete datacenters,

be migrated to a different hypervisor or a new hypervisor

For a 24/7 company with $100M Annual Revenue, 24 hours of data loss + re-entering
Data
Downtime
Entry / 365 =) $821,917 which
data + 24 hours downtime
canLoss
result+in
an impact+ofData
(3 x $100M
could be reduced to $2,980 with Zerto’s Replication Technology.

The ability to orchestrate and automate a disaster recovery
failover and successfully test the failover on a frequent basis is a
key requirement for businesses of all sizes. Without this capability
the business is at significant risk of not being able to recover the
Virtual Machines (VMs), data and applications from a disaster. The
Zerto IT Resilience Platform includes orchestrated and automated
failovers with failover testing to completely remove this risk.

Integration of new technologies

• Hypervisor migration – Virtualized applications and data can

The Elastic Journal and Zerto 7

Impact $2,980

Automated Failover, Failback and Testing

The Zerto IT Resilience Platform addresses the key challenges of
digital transformation:

Quarters

Days

Hours

Minutes

Seconds

June 3, 2012

The Elastic Journal is a new concept in data protection that will
be introduced in Zerto 7 in early 2019. It merges granular journal
technology with long-term repositories, which allows for a
continuous stream of recovery points with search and recovery
across data, files or VMs from any point in time from 7 seconds
to 7 years (or more). Other new features include intelligent
indexing and search, data protection workflows for applications
and incremental, synthetic and full copies. Zerto 7 increases
efficiency, reduces storage needs and enables short and longterm retention with application consistency across on-premises
and cloud repository targets.

freedom can accelerate the integration of two different IT
environments dramatically

Simplify existing IT infrastructure
• Recover easily – With aggressive service levels and no need for
any storage, network, or application knowledge
• Automation – Consolidate or replace different high
availability/disaster recovery or backup solutions without
complex coordination and administration
• Compatibility – Unlike many other solutions, Zerto does not
require a compatibility matrix
• Application consistency – Zerto creates consistent recovery
points of grouped VMs every few seconds
• Simple installation – The platform can be installed and

• No snapshots – Zerto does not use snapshots and prevents
management overhead
• Central management – Several datacenters can be managed
centrally
• Simple – Zerto is easy to use. Training takes only half a day

Capitalize on multi-cloud, hybrid cloud strategies
• Multi-Cloud, hybrid cloud – Zerto migrates application and
data workloads to, from and between clouds without impact
on production environments, preventing ‘vendor lock-in’ and
supporting Microsoft Azure, IBM Cloud, AWS and over 350
Cloud Service Providers (CSP)
• DRaaS in the private cloud – Branches can be replicated into a
central datacenter that provides BC/DR services for worldwide
applications

Backup and restore large amounts of data
• Simultaneous replication – Replication to three different
locations at the same time; restoring virtualized applications
in minutes – with minimal data loss and without any
performance impact
• Scalability – Protecting thousands of VMs every few seconds
without need for additional hardware, easily extendable to
new VMs and no performance loss

Accelerating cultural change
• Breaking departmental silos – Zerto affects and adds

configured in large environments within one or two days,

flexibility and agility to different IT departments. It simplifies

without agents or changes in the I/O stack

and enables change from traditional IT and can break

• No bottlenecks – Zerto doesn’t have the bottlenecks

departmental silos

associated with complex high availability solutions, like
synchronous mirror
10
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About Zerto
Successful businesses are embracing digital transformation –
harnessing the power of technology to drive efficiencies, create
new experiences, and ultimately beat the competition. These
business leaders are relying on their IT organizations to make it
happen. Challenged to maximize IT resources and faced with the
complexity of protecting the business while modernizing and
transforming, IT leaders are shifting to an IT resilience strategy. IT
resilience is the ability to seamlessly adapt to new technology and
drive IT transformation, while mitigating the risks of downtime,
ensuring an always-on business and the best customer
experience.
Zerto helps customers accelerate IT transformation by eliminating
the risk and complexity of modernization and cloud adoption.
By replacing multiple legacy solutions with a single IT Resilience
Platform™, Zerto combines disaster recovery, backup and cloud
mobility in a simple, converged platform. With enterprise scale,
Zerto’s software platform delivers continuous availability for
an always-on customer experience while simplifying workload
mobility to protect, recover and move applications freely across
hybrid and multi-clouds.

About in&work
(www.inwork.ch)
In&Work AG is an IT-company based in Zurich. We have been
providing engineering and consultancy services to clients such as
SMEs, multinational companies and government agencies for
more than 20 years. Our main expertise lies in infrastructure/
data management and we have gained broad experience in
industries including banking, insurance, technology and retail.
Cooperation with our partner In&On GmbH, a vendor of services
and solutions (incl. HW/SW), enables us to act as general/prime
contractor for our clients.
As a technology partner of Zerto we focus on providing
comprehensive solutions to business needs associated with
Disaster/Recovery, IT Continuity & Business Continuity, Cloud
Migration. Our solutions help clients to mitigate effects of
Ransomware Attacks, optimize Backup/Restore in VM systems,
ease migrations of virtual environments and allow automated
testing.
If you are interested in staying up to date on the latest
approaches to these topics, please feel free to contact us for
more in-depth information at zerto.usergroup@inwork.ch
and/or join the Swiss Zerto user group on Linkedin (on request)
Zerto User Group on Linkedin:
"CH User Group Zerto"
https://www.linkedin.com/groups/9012475/
If your organisation has identified challenges/potential
vulnerabilities or already defined requirements (functional,
non-functional), please contact us for an initial assessment,
information on offers for a PoC or our full service packages at
zerto.workshop@inwork.ch

Zerto helps customers accelerate IT transformation by eliminating the risk and complexity of modernization and cloud
adoption. By replacing multiple legacy solutions with a single IT Resilience Platform, Zerto is changing the way disaster
recovery, data protection and cloud are managed. With enterprise scale, Zerto’s software platform delivers continuous
availability for an always-on customer experience while simplifying workload mobility to protect, recover and move
applications freely across hybrid and multi-clouds. www.zerto.com
Copyright 2020 Zerto. All information may be subject to change.
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